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Hello! We’re Scribely

We are an accessibility solutions company on a mission to make 

images and videos accessible. We provide writing, remediation, 

training, and consulting services to help businesses comply with 

accessibility laws and create more inclusive online experiences.

Our team of expert writers specialize in describing images and 

videos, especially for people using assistive technologies. Above 

all else, we are a group of humans writing for humans trying to 

make the web a more inclusive space. 



What is Alt Text?
A brief textual description of the purpose and 

meaning of an image that exists within the HTML 

<alt> attribute used by assistive technology. 

Why is it Important?
Supports Assistive Technology users

Breaks down visual access barriers

WCAG compliance and disability rights laws   

Top 5 most common errors in lawsuits



Who uses Alt Text?

World Health Organization (2010)

2.2B Near or Distance Vision Impairment (28%)

285M Blind or Low Vision (3.7%)

39M Legally Blind (<1%)

15M Deaf-Blind (<1%)



How do they access it? 
Screen Readers

Screen readers help users navigate using text-to-speech 

technology, allowing users to experience websites, 

products, and apps in audio form.

Screen readers offer people freedom, independence, and 

privacy, but the technology can’t function unless the 

content itself is inaccessible.



Guide to Mastering the Art of 
Writing Premium Alt Text

Answers to the most common alt text questions



How to incorporate context, 
purpose, and meaning? 

Context 

Visual and textual content surrounding the image

Purpose

Reason why the image exists on the page

Meaning

Details that convey the message of the image



When to identify image type?

When it‘s something other than a photo

Artwork  (painting, sculpture, illustration)

Chart/Graph (bar, pie, histogram)

Map (GPS, topographic)

Graphics (icon, infographic, symbol)



What do you describe first?

The order of information matters, and you 

only have 250 characters. 

Start with the primary subject, object or focus 

of the image to get over the writer’s block.

Try not to spend so much time that you end up 

having to leave out other important visual details.



Which details are relevant?

Think back to the image context, purpose, and meaning. 

Grumpy Cat meme example

Context: Reaction to a coworker on Slack  

Purpose: To make people laugh at work

Meaning: Caption text or punchline

Alt Text for Grumpy Cat

“Meme. Grumpy cat with paw perched up on a garden fence, 
piercing blue eyes staring you down with an intimidating 
expression. Caption. Like a good neighbor, stay over there.”



W h e n  t o  c l a s s i f y  a n  i m a g e  
a s  d e c o r a t i v e ?

Knowing when to not write descriptions is important too

Know when the image is purely decorative

Classifying images helps screen reader users navigate

Icons can either represent or replace a word

Describe what functional images do on the page



How to naturally 
incorporate keywords?

Recognize the primary purpose of alt text

Think about how people might visually search for the image

Think about what makes this image distinctive

Naturally work in search keywords into alt text

Consider brand style and aesthetic



How to write for a screen reader?
Spelling & Grammar rules

Be aware of acronyms, symbols, proper names

Avoid using all capital letters

Check for spelling errors

Create pauses using commas and periods

Test yourself using a smart phone screen reader



How to approach 
inclusive language?

Gender, disability, age, race, ethnicity

Ask the person who will appear in the photo

Look up recognizable celebrities and famous people 

Describe what you see but be aware of offensive language

Same rules apply for fictional roles or characters

Be aware that language and preferences change over time



How do you make complex 
images accessible? 

Extended Description Definition

Continues information in the alt text

W3C WAI Guide for Complex Images

Don‘t repeat identifying text on the page

Alt Text FOR COMPLEX IMAGE on slide

A realist street art wall mural of 2 life-size children 

positioned to appear as if they are riding an actual 

bicycle that is parked on a city sidewalk.

Link to Extended description FOR COMPLEX IMAGE



How to embed alt text in 
photo metadata? 

A new method for embedding alt text and 

extended descriptions into image files

A way to human-scale alt text across workflows 

Reduce missing alt text and improve the quality 

of image descriptions for screen reader users. 



How to manage Alt Text in a DAM?
Accessibility at the source

Ask your DAM provider to support alt 

text so you can build born-

accessible content workflows.

Store image descriptions in a 

centralized location that feeds out to 

all of your content channels



How to coordinate who writes 
your alt text?
Designate this task to a team to develop, create and 
publish the content.

Hire a specialized alt text vendor like Scribely to handle 
everything for you.



Can I use AI to describe images?

Fails to classify images as decorative

Misses important details that distinguish an image

Focuses on irrelevant information

Generates bland descriptions of artistic works

Misses SEO and branding potential



How often does AI get a description wrong? 
Inaccurate descriptions are misleading to the user and embarrassing for the business 

Most common errors are misidentifying people, places, or objects that are recognizable to humans

People

AI: A picture containing 
a person, sport.

PLACES

AI: A pyramid in front 
of a building. 

OBJECTS

AI: A yellow alarm clock 
on a wooden table.



What if you already use AI?

Start gradually replacing automated product titles

Review AI alt text for errors and biases 

Plan to use humans for alt text moving forward

Alt text is too important to leave up to AI



Parting thoughts

Shift the mindset about what accessibility means

Be aware of ableism and biases that inform decisions

Think about how to develop born-accessible workflows

Human-scale alt text rather than relying on AI

Set your alt text goals for 2022 and what you can change



Contact Us

SCRIBLEYTRIBE.COM

Start a conversation today about your next accessibility project. 

In the meantime, follow us on social media to learn more about                            

Scribely’s approach and see examples of our work.

Email: caroline@scribelytribe.com

Instagram: @scribelytribe





Extended Description

The older child appears to be sitting on the seat of the black bicycle, reaching towards the curved 

handlebars and looking out ahead with a joyous expression on their face. The younger child appears 

to be perched on top of the back bicycle rack, hugging their arms tightly around the other’s waist and 

opening their mouth wide as if to scream. The distressed muted colors in the mural blend with the 

weathered gray and black patina stone wall and cracked sidewalk.

Little Children on a Bicycle,” 2012 mural by Lithuanian artist Ernest Zacharevic in George Town, 

Penang, Malaysia
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